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Abstract 

Magnetic fidd diagnostics in tokamaks using the motional Stark effect in fast neutral beams have been 
based on two kinds of polarimetry which we call "static'' and "dynamic''. It is shown that static po-
larimetry presents a number of advantages over dynamic pdarimetry, provided it is made complete in 
the sense that a sufSdent number of polarisation analysers is installed and difierent parts of the spec
trum are explored to yidd full information on the set of unknowns inherent in die problem. A detailed 
scheme of self-calibrating static polarimetry is proposed, indudxng the case where an in-vessd mirror 
with changing characteristics (coating by impurities) is placed in front of the optical detection system. 

Introduction 

In a variety of tokainaks (JET, Dm, PBX, TFTR) the Ha emission of fast injected neutral (H 
or D) beams has been exploited for magnetic field measurements [1-5]. The principle of these 
diagnostics relies on two effects caused by the large velocities of the beam particles. First, the 
electric É =v xB field causes a spectrally resolvable linear Stark splitting of the Ha fine, 
much larger than the Zeeman effect, with part of the components (/r) being polarised parallel to 
É, another part (a) being polarised in the plane perpendicular toJE. Second, a large Doppler 
shift leads to a distinct separation of the main Stark multiplet (associated with the main velocity 
class v of the beam) from those of the other two classes vl-Jl and v / -JÏ, as well as from the 
unshifted Ha fines arising from charge exchange (CX) and from cold plasma edge emission. 

Information on the direction of Ê and thus on that of B can be obtained e.g. by analysing the 
polarisation of the intense central a components. The quantity to be measured this way is the 
angle <p of the projection Bx of B in the plane perpendicular to the atomic beam (see Fig. 1). 
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In order for the diagnostic to be complete, the number of (independent) measured quantities 
should not be lower than the number of unknowns inherent in the problem, hi the absence of 
polarisation changing optical elements, there are three such unknowns: the angle q> (whose * 
détermination is the goal of the diagnostic), the amplitude of the polarised signal, and the in
tensity of the unpolarised background, hi the presence of, e.g., an in-vessel mirror with possi
bly changing characteristics (deposit of impurities), there are two further unknowns, namely 
the reflectivity ratio r and the phase difference S between the s and p polarisation of the mir
ror. It is important to notice that when the number of unknowns exceeds four, complete infor
mation, cannot be found from, one restricted interval of the spectrum (as e.g. the one of the 
central a components). The reason is that the state of incoherent quasi-monochromatic radia
tion, is futty described by four parameters, e.g. the four Stokes parameters. Additional informa
tion has in such cases to be sought in different regions of the spectrum. 

Methods used in the past 

Measurements on JET have been based on static polarimetry, with the intensity being analysed 
at two angles (vertical and horizontal) of linear polarisation [2]. In view of the five existing un
knowns (a metallic mirror in the plasma vessel was at the head of the detection system), sepa
rate information had to be sought on the unpolarised part of the radiation (usually obtained by 
fitting procedures) as well as on the characteristics of the minor (obtained by calibration out of 
plasma operation). Since the wavelength region measured on JET is sufficiently wide to pro
vide all features of the Ha emission including the unpolarised CX and cold edge line, it would 
in principle be possible to exploit the latter for a permanent calibration of the reflectivity ratio 
r of the minor (see the first expression in Eq.(3) below). 

In the DUI, PBX and TFTR tokamaks [3-5], dynamic polarimetry has been employed. The es
sence of these methods is a high frequency modulation of the polarised part of the radiation in 
combination with synchronous amplification and detection of the signal. The radiation is 
transmitted through two photoelastic modulators (PEM) driven at two different frequencies 
co j and a>2, and through a linear polariser which converts the polarisation modulation into in
tensity modulation. An interference fiber is used to select the three strong a components in the 
center of the main Stark multiplet. In the absence of a minor, two signals, namely the intensity 
modulation amplitudes at the frequencies 2<Oj and 2a>2 provide the angle <p. To account for 
the presence of a minor, two further signals are detected [5], namely the modulation amplitude 
at Û)J and a low path signal giving information on the unpolarised background. The method 
requires calibration of the various relative gains. From the four signals detected one obtains an 
expression for the angle <p which depends on the "fifth unknown" of the problem, namely die 
reflectivity ratio r of the minor; the precise value of the latter cannot be determined during 
plasma operation. Since dynamic polarimetry is mtrinsicalry restricted to a spectral interval 
over which the polarisation does not change appreciably, it cannot be extended to procedures 
allowing for the determination of more than four unknowns. 

Self-calibrating static polarimetry "* 

As an example of a set of measurements which is complete in the presence of an in-vessel nrir- 3 

ror we suggest the following anangement. Three linear polarisation analysers set at angles a 
- 45°, 90°. 135° (this choice minimises the photon noise when beam injection and observation 
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are horizontal) and a circular polarisation analyser are used in combination with fiber optics 
and a grating spectrometer covering the total spectral domain of the//*a emission. The spectral 
resolution (typically 4 A) is to be chosen such that the bulk of central a components is still 
well resolved from the neighbouring TT components. The four different spectra (see Fig. 2 for a 
calculated example) are then to be used to determine the intensities I°(4S°)y I<T(90°), 
Ier(I35°), l(q)e(4S°) (superset ? recalling the presence of a quarter wave plate to measure 
circular polarisation) and Ie* (45°), Ie* (90°), obtained by integrating over corresponding 
intervals about the a components and about the CX and cold edge line, respectively. 
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As shown by an analysis in terms of Stokes parameters, the angle q> can be expressed from the 
measured intensities as 

q>=arctam 

where If, If, If, If, the Stokes parameters for a components, are given by 

(1) 

If =Ia(450)+Ia(135°) 
If =1° (45°)-1" (135°) 

If = la(4S °) +I"(135 °) -2 -I"(90 °) 
If = Iff(45 °) + Ia(135 °)-2 •I(q),T(45 °) (2) 

while the reflectivity ratio r of the mirror is obtained from the CX and edge line intensities as 

rCX 

r=\ 
1^(90°) 

J/2 

1^(0°) ) 
lcx(90°) 

<2ICX(4S°)-ICX(9(f) r (3) 

Both signs of the square root in (1) may occur, depending on the case under consideration. 
It is noteworthy that the first expression for r in Eq.(3) would be appropriate for the polarime-
ter presently used on JET. 

m the above result for <p all unknowns are eliminated. With regard to an in-vessel mirror with 
possibly changing characteristics this means that the procedure is self-calibrating. Self-
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calibration can also be achieved with regard to possible deviations in the transmission of the 
different polarisation channels (polariser, fiber optics, spectrometer). Any such differences oc
curring for 1(45°), 1(135°), P(450), for example, can be eliminated by renormalising the 
spectra so as to bring them in coincidence for the CX and cold edge line. The procedure thus 
avoids several crucial calibration problems and implies only relative measurements of spectra. 

Finally, it is worth noting that in static polarimetry, when working with the same étendue, the 
errors arising from photon counting statistics turn out to be roughly a factor of three smaller 
than in dynamic polarimetry. m practice, however, static polarimetry uses a grating spectrome
ter with typical étendues (limited by spectral resolution) not exceeding 5 •W'nfsr, while dy
namic polarimetry uses an interference filter and large étendues reaching typically IO~7nCsr. 
The above factor of three is therefore compensated by a factor of -Jw s>4,5 in the square 
roots of the photon counting numbers, and it may be concluded that under their respective 
customary operating conditions both kinds of polarimetry are affected by about the same sta
tistical error. This amounts to an uncertainty of typicsuy 0.1° for the angle <p. 

Conclusion 

"Complete static polarimetry" presents some substantial advantages over dynamic polarimetry. 

When combined with a grating spectrometer (the most common procedure), it is self-
calibrating with respect to an in-vessel mirror with changing characteristics as well as with re
spect to possible deviations in the transmission of the different polarisation channels. This im
plies that the procedure is based uniquely on relative measurements of spectra. Due to the 
possibility of varying the wavelength region and the spectral resolution of the monochromator, 
static polarimetry also renders the diagnostics more flexible. The same diagnostic equipment 
can be used for resolving all features of the Ha spectrum, including the separate Stark compo
nents (e.g. for measurements of diamagnetism) and the CX-hne (e.g. for measurements of ion 
(H*, D*) densities and temperatures) and also for investigating other spectra (e.g. for CX re
combination spectroscopy of impurity lines and the wealth of diagnostics it includes). 

When combined with an interference filter selecting the ^-components (as may be of interest 
when the emphasis is on high time resolution ( « 10 ms, say) so that high étendues are re
quired), static polarimetry looses the advantages mentioned above. However it might still be 
preferred over dynamic polarimetry, because when operating with the same étendue it has the 
benefit of being less affected by the photon noise. 
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